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Abstract

Under high waves in shallow water a high energy sediment transport regime

occurs called ’sheet flow’. In this regime large amounts of sediment are trans-

ported in a short time interval. Reliable prediction methods for this transport

regime are therefore very important to civil engineers. However, mainly due

to lack of insight in the underlying physical phenomena predictive models still

fail too often.

In this study a relatively new approach was followed in order to increase

the understanding of sheet flow. A very detailed computer model was used

to simulate sheet flow up to the level of individual sand particles (a Discrete

Particle Model, DPM). Although we did not succeed in making simulations of

actual sheet flow cases, this explorative study shows that the potential value

of DPM simulations for sediment transport is substantial as many issues of

uncertainty in existing models can be studied in detail using a DPM. This

report will give an overview of the possibilities as well as the limitations of

DPM-simulations for sheet flow modelling.



List of symbols

Symbol Description Unit

Ap Projected area of a sediment parti-

cle

ax Acceleration associated with the

horizontal body forcing represent-

ing the fluid pressure

m/s2

C Volumetric sediment concentration m3/m3

C0 Maximum sediment concentration m3/m3

CD Drag coefficient

CL Lift coefficient

CM Added mass coefficient

D Particle diameter m

D50 Median particle diameter m

dc Erosion depth m

e Coefficient of normal restitution

et Coefficient of tangential restitution

f Interaction force between fluid and

particle phase

N

F Force N
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Symbol Description Unit

g Acceleration due to gravity m/s2

I Unit tensor

I Moment of inertia

kn Linear spring stiffness N/m

ks Roughness height m

kt Tangential spring stiffness N/m

ma Mass of particle a kg

p Fluid pressure N/m2

r Position vector [m,m,m]

ra Position vector of particle a [m,m,m]

Ra Radius of particle a m

Rep Reynolds particle number

~SP Source term representing momen-

tum exchange from solid phase to

fluid phase

N/m3

t Time s

T Torque Nm

u Flow velocity m/s

va Velocity of particle a m/s

uj Flow velocity in the j-direction m/s

Uw Free stream velocity m/s

V Total volume m3

Va Volume of particle a m3

Vp Particle volume m3
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Symbol Description Unit

(x, y, z) Cartesian coordinates [m,m,m]

β momentum transfer coefficient

δ(...) Delta function

δij Kronecker Delta

δs Sheet flow layer thickness m

ε Local porosity

ρ Water density kg/m3

ρs Sediment density kg/m3

ηn Normal damping coefficient Ns/m

ηt Tangential damping coefficient Ns/m

θ Shields parameter

θcr Critical value of Shields parameter

λ Dilatational viscosity of a fluid Pa.s

µ Molecular viscosity of water Pa.s

µf Friction coefficient for particle col-

lisions

~τ Viscous stress tensor N/m2

τb Bed shear stress N/m2

φ Dynamic friction angle of sediment degrees

ωa Angular velocity of particle a s−1
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reliable predictions of coastline evolution is of primary importance to civil

engineering practice. Profound knowledge of the magnitude and direction of

sediment transport in coastal areas is therefore essential. Under high waves

in shallow water a high energy transport regime called sheet flow can occur.

A whole layer of sediment is then set into motion, as a result of which very

large sediment fluxes are observed. As one can imagine, the influence of the

sediment transport under sheet flow conditions on coastal morphology can be

relatively large.

The focus of the current research on sheet flow is mainly on experiments

(e.g. [33], [23], [11], [28], [29]) and (mostly empirical) model predictions (e.g.

[31], [8], [14]). In the empirical models often the assumption is made that

the sediment movement adapts instantaneously to changes in the flow veloc-

ity. This is true if the phase-lag between the sediment concentration is small

compared to the wave period. In steady flows the assumption of instantaneous

response tends to hold, but especially in oscillatory flows the unsteady flow

behaviour often makes the assumptions to break down [12]. Therefore, a need
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Chapter 1. Introduction

is observed for models based on physical principals which can accurately ac-

count for unsteadiness and non-instantaneous responses of sediment transport

to changes in flow velocity. However, about the complex sediment-water in-

teraction mechanisms still very little is well understood. In this study, a first

attempt is made to simulate the motion of individual sand particles under the

influence of water motion, and the influence of the sand particles on the flow

in return in order to increase the understanding of the underlying physical

phenomena of sheet flow. The results of this study did not lead to a fully

operational Discrete Particle Model (DPM), but merely give an idea of the po-

tential value of a DPM for sheet flow predictions and discusses the difficulties

to be taken into account in future research.

The aim of this study is go gain a better insight in the behaviour of the flow

of water and sediment and their interaction in the case of sheet flow. There-

fore a numerical computer model1, usually employed for chemical engineering

research purposes, was used to simulate in detail the water motion, the motion

of individual sand particles and the interaction between the two phases. The

following research questions are addressed in this report:

1. Which points of dispute in existing sheet flow models could be studied

with the help of a DPM?

2. Can this DPM simulate horizontal sediment movement in water? If so,

how does it perform for sheet flow?

In order to investigate whether and how a DPM could contribute to our

understanding of sheet flow processes the following approach was followed.

1The Discrete Particle Model was provided by the Fundamentals of Chemical Reaction
Engineering group of the Chemical Engineering department of the University of Twente.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

First an overview of the presently existing sheet flow models was created by

means of a literature review. The aim of this part of the study was to identify

different types of models and point out their purpose and possibilities together

with their advantages and disadvantages. By putting the DPM in this overview

of model types, an idea was formed about the possibilities and limitations of

the use of DPM’s for sheet flow modelling.

Next a DPM was created that could be suitable for sheet flow simulations.

The starting point was an existing DPM used for the simulation of chemical

engineering processes, such as gas fluidisations. In order to be able to simulate

the behaviour of sand moving horizontally over a sand bed under the influence

of water, some adaptations were implemented in the model. Due to lack of

time only the most crucial changes were made. This is however sufficient to

get a first impression of the suitability of the DPM for sheet flow modelling.

The model could run on computer clusters available at the university.

In chapter 2 the theory of sediment transport and in particular sheet flow

will be discussed. Chapter 3 discusses conventional sheet flow modelling and

advantages and disadvantages of different types of models. Chapter 4 com-

prises a comprehensive description of the DPM and the adaptations that where

made in order to make the model suitable for the simulation of sediment trans-

port. In chapter 5 the model results are given. In chapter 6 the results will be

discussed and in chapter 7 conclusions are drawn and some recommendations

for further research will be given.
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Chapter 2

Theory

The interaction of water and sediment on the sea floor is a complex phe-

nomenon. Therefore, some theoretical aspects of the hydrodynamics and par-

ticle dynamics, necessary for the understanding of sheet flow, will be dealt

with first separately. Then the influence of the hydrodynamics on the particle

dynamics are discussed in the section on sediment transport. Finally, some

specific characteristics of sheet flow are discussed.

2.1 Hydrodynamics

2.1.1 Driving forces

A distinction should be made between sheet flow in steady uniform flow and

oscillatory flow. In the case of unidirectional sheet flow gravity is the driving

force behind the flow [22]. This sheet flow type is experimentally investigated

in a tilted flume, as a result of which the gravitational force has a component

along the flume bottom. In the case of oscillatory sheet flow, the driving force

behind the flow is a (horizontal) pressure gradient [25]. Under shallow water
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Chapter 2. Theory

waves, the orbital motion of the water particles evolves from circular near

the surface, to ellipses closer to the bottom and a merely to and fro motion

very close to the bottom. Experimental research on oscillatory sheet flow is

usually done in large scale oscillatory flow tunnels, in which a piston provides

a pressure difference.

2.1.2 Boundary layer flow

The driving forces cause the water to flow. As the water flows over the bot-

tom a boundary layer develops. In the case of unidirectional flow this boundary

layer can be rather large, up to the whole water depth in case of rivers. In

the case of oscillatory flow, predominant in near coast wave dominated envi-

ronments, the boundary layer breaks up every half wave cycle and therefore

does not get the chance to fully develop. The boundary layer thickness under

waves is therefore rather small [10].

Boundary layer flow is important for sediment transport as inside the

boundary layer the water is slowed down by the presence of the sea floor.

A velocity profile develops, ranging from the free stream velocity on the top of

the boundary layer to zero velocity at the bottom (no slip). Naturally, as the

bed poses a shear stress on the water, the water flow poses a shear stress on

the bed as well. This shear stress is called the bed shear stress (τb). The bed

shear stress is one of the most important parameters in sediment transport as

it causes the sediment to move.

5



Chapter 2. Theory

2.2 Particle dynamics

2.2.1 Material properties

Dutch coastal sediment typically consists of mainly quartz sand, with a

density of ρs = 2650kg/m3. The sediment contains a range of particle sizes.

In this study we will constrain ourselves to uniform sand of 0.2mm in diameter.

This is well beyond the cohesive limit of 0.062mm, and in addition in the order

of magnitude often used in experimental research. According to Dohmen-

Janssen [10], the shape of the grains and the composition of the sediment are

also relevant to sediment transport processes. These aspects are however not

included in the model used in this study.

2.2.2 Forces on a particle

The balance of forces on an individual sand particle is formed by gravity,

drag, and lift forces. The two latter are generated by water motion and can thus

vary in time and space, while the former is related to the Earth’s gravitational

field and therefore only depends on the mass of the particle. Drag and lift

are mobilising forces. Gravity is mostly a stabilising force, but on a sloping

bed it has a mobilising influence as well. If the mobilising forces overtake the

stabilising forces, the particle is set into motion. The relative importance of

the mobilising and stabilising forces is given by the Shields parameter [10]:

θ(t) =
τb(t)

(ρs − ρ) gD
(2.1)

where θ(t) is the non dimensional Shields parameter, τb is the bed shear stress,

ρs is the density of the sediment, ρ is the water density, g is the gravitational

6



Chapter 2. Theory

acceleration, and D is the particle diameter.

2.3 Sediment transport

If the Shields parameter exceeds a certain critical value (θcr), sediment is

set into motion. For increasing values of θ the sediment load alters depend-

ing on the transport regime (figure 2.1). The following regimes are generally

recognised [10]:

• No sediment transport (θ < θcr)

• Bed load regime

– θ > θcr

– particles are in almost continuous contact with the bed and each

other, so intergranular forces are important

– layer thickness in the order of a few grain diameters

• Bed load and suspended load regime

– θ increased further

– bed load and suspended load

– ripples and/or dunes form on the bed

• Sheet flow

– θ > 0.8− 1.0

– ripples are washed out

7



Chapter 2. Theory

– high sediment concentrations so grain-water interactions as well as

intergranular forces are important

– bed load and suspended load

Figure 2.1: Sediment transport regimes. Sheet flow is situated in the upper left
plane. Source: Chang [6]
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2.4 Sheet flow characteristics

2.4.1 Composition of the sheet flow layer

The sheet flow layer can be divided into two layers [28]: the pick-up layer

and the upper sheet flow layer (figure 2.2)1. In the pick-up layer sediment

grains are picked up from the bed when the velocity over the bed increases.

The sediment concentration therefore decreases in this layer when the flow

accelerates. The sediment is transported upwards to the upper sheet flow

layer where the sediment concentration subsequently increases. In oscillatory

sheet flow the concentration profile in the upper sheet flow layer lags behind

the concentration in the pick-up layer.

Two important parameters concerning the composition of the sheet flow

layer appear in every text on sheet flow. First, the sheet flow layer thickness

δs is the (vertical) distance between the bottom and upper limit of the sheet

flow layer. On the bottom side, the sheet flow layer is bounded by the non

moving bed. The upper side boundary is more arbitrary, mostly the level

where a certain volume concentration occurs is chosen (for example the 8-

volume percentage criterion by Dohmen-Janssen [10]). The erosion depth dc is

the distance between the still bed level at zero velocity and the still bed level

at maximum velocity.

2.4.2 Time dependency: phase-lag effects

Two types of phase-lag effects are important in oscillatory sheet flow. First,

the phase difference between the free stream flow and the flow velocity in the

1Figure based on figure in Dohmen-Janssen [10], p. 26.
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Chapter 2. Theory

Figure 2.2: Composition of the sheet flow layer.

boundary layer in oscillatory flow. This is due to the inertia of the water itself.

The water in the boundary layer contains less inertia and can therefore react

more quickly to changes in the pressure gradient, giving the boundary layer

flow a phase-lead with respect to the flow outside the boundary layer [10].

Second, the phase lag between the time dependent velocity profile and the

time dependent concentration profile. This is because of three reasons: (1) it

takes time for the grains to be picked up, (2) it takes time for the grains to

be moved upwards and entrained into the flow, and (3) it takes time for the

grain to settle again after the flow has decelerated. The size of this type of

phase lag effect depends on the relative magnitude of the time needed for pick

up and resettling with respect to the wave period.
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Chapter 2. Theory

2.4.3 Influence of the sediment on water (roughness height

and turbulence damping)

The friction exerted by the bed on the flow can be parameterised by means

of a roughness height ks. The roughness height is a measure for the distance the

disturbance protrudes into the flow. For a flat bed the median grain diameter

D50 is mostly chosen as an appropriate value. However, experiments have

shown that in case of sheet flow sediment transport the roughness height is

better described by the sheet flow layer thickness δs [11].

In the sheet flow layer a very large concentration gradient exists. If the

sand-water mixture is considered as a continuum, this would imply a large

(negative) density gradient. Density gradients cause buoyancy forces as ex-

plained by Dohmen-Janssen [10], which in turn can cause a stable flow strati-

fication. A stable flow stratification impedes the turbulent transport of mass

and momentum, which is referred to as turbulence damping in sheet flow lit-

erature.

2.4.4 Influence of the water on the sediment (hindered

settling)

A downward flux of sediment generally has to be compensated by an up-

ward flux of water. In dilute systems this will only have a very small effect.

However, because of the high concentration in a sheet flow layer the resettling

grains can be hindered substantially by the ’up-flowing’ water [10].
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Chapter 3

Conventional sheet flow

modelling

3.1 Model types

A variety of models can currently be found in literature for the calculation

of sediment transport in sheet flow conditions. The three model types that

can roughly be distinguished are summarised in figure 3.1.

The transport formulae give an empirical relation between the sediment

flux and some physical parameters such as the average flow velocity, parti-

cle diameter, and sediment density. In the quasi-steady models (for exam-

ple [3], [27], [39], [31]) the sediment transport is assumed to adopt instanta-

neously to (changes in) the flow velocity. This type of modelling is especially

suitable for unidirectional flows and oscillatory flows in case phase lags are not

significant. A big advantage of the quasi-steady model is that it provides a

very quick estimate of the amount of sediment transport which makes it very

suitable for engineering purposes. However, if the assumption of instantaneous

12



Chapter 3. Conventional sheet flow modelling

Figure 3.1: Sheet flow model types.

response to the flow breaks down, the model results are unreliable. Besides, the

quasi-steady models are highly empirical and therefore give no insight in the

underlying physics of the phenomenon. Sometimes the effect of phase lags are

partially taken into account through parameterisations. This type of models

is commonly referred to as semi-unsteady models (e.g. [9], [12]).

In the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models the movement

of fluid and sediment are described separately. Both phases are treated as a

continuum (Eulerian-Eulerian approach). In advection-diffusion models (e.g.

[33], [8], [18]) the fluid dynamics are covered by a simple momentum equa-

tion where only flow in the x-direction is considered, and only the horizontal

pressure gradient and turbulent diffusion are included as forces. The sediment

concentration is often assumed low enough not to have a significant influence

13



Chapter 3. Conventional sheet flow modelling

on the fluid dynamics. In some models this influence is taken into account

through a parametrisation of for example turbulence damping. The sediment

dynamics are covered by an advection-diffusion equation for the sediment con-

centration. In the two-phase flow continuum models (e.g. [1], [14], [26]) the

dynamics of the fluid and the sediment are both described by a mass and mo-

mentum balance where the mass and momentum balance for fluid act on the

fluid fraction of the system and the mass and momentum balance for sediment

on the sediment fraction. The two phases interact via drag, lift, and added

mass. The exact description of these forces differs from one model to another.

An advantage of the RANS models with respect to transport formulae is that

the unsteady interaction between the fluid and solid phase can be accounted

for. The more complex model description however requires more assumptions

such as a suitable turbulence closure. The major advantage of the two-phase

flow models over the advection-diffusion models is that they are better suitable

for the modelling of the dynamics of a system with high sediment concentra-

tions found in sheet flow.

The currently most refined models used for sediment transport modelling

are the Discrete Particle Models ( [37], [15], [17]). In these type of models the

particles are not treated as a continuum but in a discrete way (Lagrangian

approach). Interparticle interactions can therefore be taken into account ex-

plicitly. The fluid phase may either be modelled as a continuum or as discrete

layers. A disadvantage of this model type is that it is severely limited by

computational capacity of the computer, as a result of which simulations are

limited to a small spatial and temporal extent. Furthermore, additional uncer-

tainties are introduced in the values of new parameters (such as the simulation

parameters in a particle collision model).
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Chapter 3. Conventional sheet flow modelling

3.2 Relation between model types

As pointed out in figure 3.1, sheet flow models exist in different levels

of complexity. Generally, the simplest models are mainly empirical, while

the complex models contain a more physically based description of the phe-

nomenon. So, the transport formulae are very useful to give a quick estimate

of the net sediment transport. However, if the results turn out to be incorrect,

it is hard to point out from a physical point of view what part of the model

is wrong or incomplete. On the other hand, a DPM can by itself not simulate

sheet flow processes on a useful scale for engineering purposes. However, the

assumptions and simplifications made in larger scale models can be studied

with the help of a DPM.

The solid arrow in figure 3.1 indicates that information from the DPM

can be used in the RANS models. For example the relative importance of

forces or the most appropriate choice of parametrisation of a certain turbulent

quantity can be studied in detail with a DPM, and the results can be used

in the continuum models. Some points of discussion which can be studied

are given in the next section. The striped arrow in figure 3.1 indicates that

information from continuum models can also be used to improve transport

formulae. For example the importance and influence of unsteady effects can

be studied with two phase continuum models, and the results can be used

for the incorporation of unsteady effects in semi-unsteady transport formulae.

This coupling is however outside the scope of this study, which focusses on

DPM results.
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Chapter 3. Conventional sheet flow modelling

3.3 Points of discussion

Here we will focus on the two-phase continuum models, as they are the

closest to the DPM. A more elaborated overview of points of discussion in

sheet flow models can be found in Appendix A.

For this study the models of Asano [1], Dong and Zhang [13] [14], and Liu

and Sato [25] [26] where compared. The three models are all based on the

following set of Reynolds-averaged equations:

∂ρ (1− C)

∂t
+

∂ρ (1− C) uj

∂xj

=
∂φm

j

∂xj

∂ρsC

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,j

∂xj

=
∂φs,m

s,j

∂xj

∂ρ (1− C) ui

∂t
+

∂ρ (1− C) uiuj

∂xj

= − (1− C)
∂p

∂xi

−ρ (1− C) gδi2+
∂φa

i

∂t
+

∂τ c
ij

∂xj

−fi

∂ρsCus,i

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

= −C
∂p

∂xi

− ρsCgδi2 +
∂φs,a

s,i

∂t
+

∂τ s,c
s,ij

∂xj

+
∂Ts,ij

∂xj

+ fi

where ρ and ρs are the water density and sediment density respectively,

C the volumetric sediment concentration, uj and us,j the flow velocity and

sediment velocity in the xj direction, where xj are the Cartesian coordinates.

p is the pressure, δi2 the Kronecker delta, and fi the interaction force between

the fluid en sediment phase in the xi direction. The τ and φ terms appear

in the equations as a results of Reynolds averaging. τij is the turbulent stress

tensor in the fluid phase and τs,ij is the turbulent stress tensor for the sediment

phase. φm
j , φs,m

s,j , φa
i , and φs,a

s,i are turbulent fluxes. Ts,ij is the intergranular

stress tensor.

None of the three models mentions the turbulent quantities with time
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Chapter 3. Conventional sheet flow modelling

derivatives, φa
i and φs,a

s,i . Furthermore some differences are found between the

models. They are summarised below.

• Dong and Zhang and Liu and Sato neglect advective terms. They re-

fer to Dohmen-Janssen [10] to support this statement. Asano includes

these terms, but substitutes the vertical momentum balances by simpler

equations in order to be able to solve the set of equations.

• Asano includes drag and buoyancy in the interaction force between the

fluid and the solid phase:

fi = ρCgδi2 +
ρ

2
CD

(π

4
D2

) C

πD3/6
ui,r

√
uw

r + w2
r

where fi is the interaction force in the i direction, ρ is the water density,

C the sediment concentration, g the acceleration due to gravity, δi2 the

Kronecker delta, CD is the drag coefficient, D is the sediment diameter,

ur is the relative horizontal velocity u − us, wr is the relative vertical

velocity w − ws and ui is the flow velocity in the i direction. Dong and

Zhang and Liu and Sato on the other hand include drag, lift, and added

mass:

fx =
1

2
ρCCD

√
u2

r + w2
rur

Ap

Vp

+ ρCMC
Dur

Dt

fz =

(
1

2
ρCCD

√
u2

r + w2
rwr +

ρ

2
DCCL|ur|∂ur

∂z

)
Ap

Vp

+ ρCMC
Dwr

Dt

where Ap and Vp are the projected area and the volume of a sediment

particle, CM is the added mass coefficient and CL is the lift coefficient.

• Asano and Dong and Zhang relate the horizontal pressure difference only
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Chapter 3. Conventional sheet flow modelling

to the free stream velocity:

∂p

∂x
= −ρ

dUw

dt

where Uw is the free stream velocity, while Liu and Sato also include a

pressure gradient generating a steady current and a concentration related

damping factor:

∂p

∂x
=

∂p

∂x
|z=δ

(
1−

(
C

C0

)6
)

They do so because they state that a large sediment density will hinder

the transmission of pressure. Asano assumes a constant pressure gradient

throughout the boundary layer.

• Asano neglects the vertical turbulent intergranular stresses τs,zz while

Dong and Zhang and Liu and Sato take them into account via a direct

relation to the shear stress:

τs,zz = τs,xzcotφ

• The choice of parametrisation of for example the eddy viscosity and the

diffusion parameter differs from one model to another.
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Chapter 4

Discrete Particle Model

The DPM is a two phase Euler-Lagrange model which includes a two-way

coupling between a fluid and a solid phase. The fluid phase is assumed to be

a continuum, the dynamics of which can be described by the Navier-Stokes

equations. The solid phase consists of discrete particles. The motion of these

particles is governed by Newton’s law. For the solid phase either a hard sphere

or a soft sphere approach can be followed. In this study the soft sphere model

is chosen because of the possible occurrence of quasi-static regions. The DPM

requires a suitable collision model and a closure law for the effective momentum

exchange.

4.1 Fluid dynamics

The dynamics of the fluid phase are described by the volume averaged

Navier-Stokes equations. Conservation of mass is described by [19]

∂(ερ)

∂t
+∇ · (ερu) = 0 (4.1)
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and conservation of momentum is given by [19]

∂(ερu)

∂t
+∇ · (ερuu) = −ε∇p− SP −∇ · (ε~τ ) + ερg (4.2)

Here u is the fluid velocity, ρ is the fluid density, ε is the local porosity, p is the

fluid pressure, ~τ the viscous stress tensor, g the acceleration due to gravity,

and SP a source term representing the momentum exchange with the solid

phase. This drag is described as follows [19]:

SP =
1

V

∫ Npart∑
a=1

βVa

1− ε
(u− va)δ(r− ra)dV (4.3)

Va/(1 − ε) gives the fraction of the volume of particle a with respect to the

total local solid fraction, u − va gives the relative velocity between the fluid

and particle a, and the δ-function ensures that the drag force acts as a point

force at the position of the particle. β is the momentum transfer coefficient,

for which the drag relation of Koch and Hill [24] is used:

βKoch&Hill =
18µε2 (1− ε)

D2

(
F0 (ε) +

1

2
F3 (ε) Rep

)

where µ is the fluid viscosity, ε the local porosity, D the particle diameter and

the Reynolds particle number Rep is given by the relation

Rep =
ερ |uf − vp|D

µ
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where ρ is the fluid density and F0 and F3 respectively by

F0 (ε) =





1+3
√

1−ε
2

+ 135
64

(1−ε) ln(1−ε)+16.14(1−ε)

1+0.681(1−ε)−8.48(1−ε2)+8.16(1−ε)3
if (1− ε) < 0.4

10(1−ε)
ε3

if (1− ε) ≥ 0.4

F3 (ε) = 0.0673 + 0.212 (1− ε) +
0.0232

ε5

This relation is valid for particle fractions ranging from 0.1 to 0.64. The Koch

and Hill drag relation is an extension of the Ergun equation [16], which is one of

the most widely used drag correlations in chemical engineering. This equation

was empirically derived based on 640 experiments of flow through packed beds

of various materials, including sand. Later the expression was improved based

on Lattice-Boltzmann simulations, such as the one by Koch and Hill.

For the viscous stress tensor the general form for a Newtonian fluid is

used [19]:

~τ = −(λ− 2

3
µ)(∇ · u)I + µ(∇u + (∇u)T ). (4.4)

In this equation λ is the fluid phase dilatational viscosity, and I is the unit

tensor. Note that the value of λ is, in this equation, irrelevant for liquids as

they are often assumed to be incompressible. From incompressibility it follows

that ∇·u = 0 and thus the first term drops out (Bird et al. [4]). Furthermore,

it must be noted that turbulence is not taken into account in this equation.

Very close to the bed this is believed to be justified because of the high solids

volume fraction which suppresses turbulence [19]. Further away from the bed

turbulence is more important and can be included by means of a sub-grid scale

turbulence model such as the ones by Vreman or Smagorinsky as decribed by

Darmana [7]. Such a model is not included in this version of the DPM yet.
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4.2 Particle dynamics

The particle motion consists of a linear and a rotational component. These

are mathematically respectively described by [19]:

(ma + madd)
d2ra

dt2
= Fcontact,a + Fpp,a + Fext,a + Flubr (4.5)

Ia
dωa

dt
= Ta (4.6)

Here, ma is the mass of particle a, madd is the added mass of particle a (see

below for explanation), ra the position vector of particle a, Ia the moment of

inertia, and ωa the angular velocity. The force terms represent the following.

Fcontact,a is the total contact force of all the individual (normal, Fab,n, and

tangential, Fab,t) contact forces exerted by other particles on particle a [19]:

Fcontact,a =
∑

b∈contactlist

(Fab,n + Fab,t).

Fpp,a is the total of inter-particle forces not included in the contact force, such

as cohesive forces. Such forces were not included in this study. Fext,a is the

total of external forces on particle a, including gravity (Fg,a), drag (Fd,a), lift

(Fl,a), and fluid pressure gradients (Fp,a) [19]:

Fext,a = Fg,a + Fd,a + Fl,a + Fp,a.

Lift forces are however not yet included in this model.

The added mass follows from the fact that if a body accelerates in a fluid

the kinetic energy of the fluid changes. It depends on the shape of the body
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and the density of the fluid. Because of the low density of gas it is of no

importance in gas flows. In water the effect is in any case larger and possibly

significant. Flubr represents the lubrication force which accounts for proximity

effects between particles and which is possibly important in liquid systems.

Both added mass and lubrication forces are not yet included in this version

of the DPM. A more elaborate discussion of these forces and their influence

is included in chapter 6. The equation of motion used in this study is thus

reduced to

ma
d2ra

dt2
= Fcontact,a + Fext,a (4.7)

Finally, Ta is the torque, depending on the tangential components of the

contact forces [19]:

Ta =
∑

b∈contactlist

(Ranab × Fab,t).

where Ra is the radius of particle a and nab is the normal unit vector between

particles a and b.

A correct representation of contact forces (Fcontact,a) is rather complicated,

and often a simplified model is used. In this work, a ’linear spring and dashpot

model’ is applied [20], the basic idea of which is shown in Figure 4.1. The

centers of mass of the two particles are connected through two sets of springs

and dashpots: one for the normal component of the contact force, and one

for the tangential component. Furthermore, a friction slide is included to

incorporate the effect of sliding in the tangential component of the contact

force. In Figure 4.2 the relevant quantities for the linear spring and dashpot

model are shown in the coordinate system.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the linear spring and dashpot model. This
simplified model is applied for the calculation of the contact force resulting from a
collision of particles. Source: Hoomans [20]

It follows that the normal contact force is calculated by ( [19])

Fab,n = −knδnnab − ηnvab,n (4.8)

The first term on the right hand side is associated with the spring (force =
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spring stiffness times distance). In this term kn is the normal spring stiffness, δn

the overlap between the two particles given by δn = (Rb+Ra)−|rb − ra|, nab the

normal unit vector as shown in Figure 4.2. The second term on the right hand

side is associated with the dashpot. In this term ηn is the normal damping

coefficient, and vab,n is the normal relative velocity. The latter quantity is

defined as vab,n = (vab · nab)nab, in which

vab = (va − vb) + (Raωa + Rbωb)× nab

The tangential component of the contact force is given by the following

equations ( [19]):

Fab,t =




−ktδt − ηtvab,t for |Fab,t| ≤ µf |Fab,n|
−µf |Fab,n|tab for |Fab,t| > µf |Fab,n| (sliding)

(4.9)

The upper equation should be used if no sliding occurs between the particles.

In that case, the particles bounce back according to the spring and dashpot

equations. If the particles slide however, the friction slider in Figure 4.1 comes

into play, and the tangential contact force then depends on the magnitude

of the normal contact force and a friction coefficient µf . The tangential unit

vector tab shown in Figure 4.2. The equations of motion (Eq. 4.7 and Eq. 4.6)

are integrated to get the position vector ra and velocity vector va of particle

a.

Five simulation parameters are important in this model: the linear and

tangential spring stiffness kn and kt, the normal and tangential damping coef-

ficient ηn and ηt, and the friction coefficient µf . In theory, the values of these

parameters are all determined by material properties. However, in practice the
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Figure 4.2: Definition of the velocity and position vectors and other relevant quan-
tities in the coordinate system. Source: Hoomans [20]

values for the spring stiffness have to be chosen much smaller, as these values

determine the contact time. A high spring stiffness results in a short contact

time, which poses a significant restraint on the time step for the numerical

solution [20]. As shown in Van der Hoef et al. [19], the damping coefficients

depend on the coefficients of normal and tangential restitution e and et. So,
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three input parameters have to specified for the collision model, and suitable

values for the spring stiffness must be chosen. The values used are specified in

Table 4.1. They are set to the common values (based on extensive experiments

and simulations [35]) used for glass particles in discrete particle simulations.

Table 4.1: Parameter values used in the DPM
e 0.97
et 0.33
kn 5000
kt 1430
µf 0.1

4.3 Interphase coupling

The type of interphase coupling depends on the solid volume fraction. For

high solid volume fractions (1−ε > 10−3) four-way coupling is required [19]: the

interaction between the solid phase and the fluid phase, and between particles

and particle-wall interactions are all important.

In the DPM particle-particle coupling is automatically accounted for in

the solid phase dynamics. The interphase coupling between the fluid and the

solid phase must satisfy Newton’s third law. Two forces are involved in the

interaction between the fluid and particles, namely the drag force exerted by

the fluid on a particle, and a force associated with the pressure gradient in the

fluid phase. The drag force can be expressed as [19]

Fd,a =
Vaβ

1− ε
(u− va) (4.10)
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while the force due to the pressure gradient is given by [19]

Fp,a = −Va∇p. (4.11)

For β the drag relation of Koch & Hill (Eq. 4.1) is used. Va is the volume

of particle a. In the fluid dynamics these forces appear in the momentum

balance through Sp and ∇p respectively. In the momentum balance of the

particle phase the forces are both included in the external force Fext,a.

4.4 Numerical implementation

The set of equations is solved numerically. For the fluid phase the scheme

used is based on Patankar’s SIMPLE algorithm ( [30], [19]). The equations

are solved on a regular (but not necessarily uniform) staggered grid. Scalar

variables (e.g. pressure) are defined in the cell center, and velocity components

are calculated on the sides of the cells. The grid cells should be large enough in

order to let the residence time of the particles in a grid cell be several time steps

at least. Furthermore, the grid should be sufficiently refined so that the sand

bed contains several layers of grid cells in the vertical direction. Otherwise no

velocity profile can be found in the bed.

The time step in the fluid phase system is an order of magnitude larger than

the time step in the solid phase system. Due to the incompressible nature of the

fluid and the small size of the particles, a very small time step of ∆t = 10−5s for

the fluid phase is needed for a stable simulation. For the boundary conditions

a flag matrix concept is applied. This method enables one to impose arbitrary

boundary conditions on every cell around the system boundaries. Internal cells
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are indicated by a 1, periodic boundaries by a 9, a no slip boundary by the

number 3, a free slip by the number 2, and a prescribed pressure boundary by

a 5. A corner cell is labelled by the number 7 (figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Flag matrix concept for the boundary conditions. Left a cross section
of the x-z plane, right a cross section of the y-z plane. Naturally, the number of flow
cells in the actual calculation domain is much larger.

The driving force for the flow is implemented through a horizontal body

force. So, instead of directly imposing a certain pressure difference over the

domain, which is not possible because of the periodic boundary conditions, the

pressure difference between two y-z-planes is imposed as a body force over the

body between these planes. This is to the author’s knowledge the only way

to simulate a flow, driven by a pressure difference, with periodic boundary

conditions.

4.4.1 Standard simulation settings

Unless stated otherwise, the simulation settings are as sketched in figure 4.4.

The dimensions of the simulated system are 5 cm in the main flow direction (x-

direction), 2.5 cm in height (z-direction), and 4 mm deep (y-direction) which

is equivalent to 2 times the particle diameter. At the front and back side of
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the domain a free slip boundary condition is imposed. This means that the

flow does not experience stresses from the surrounding fluid. At the lower

boundary a no slip boundary condition is chosen, which means that at this

boundary the fluid velocity is fully slowed down by the boundary and thus

zero. At the upper boundary the pressure is prescribed. The left and right

hand side boundaries are periodic boundaries, which means that water and

particles flowing out of the domain on the right hand side automatically flow

in on the left hand side, and the other way around. They are thus directly

connected. As for the particles no fixed amount was used for the simulations,

but the most common numbers used are 0, 100, 500, 5000, and 25000. It must

be noted that the motion of the particles is periodic in the y-direction as well.

For the fluid phase this is not necessary because the thickness of the domain

is only one flow cell.

Figure 4.4: Standard simulation settings. (Particles are not to scale.)
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4.5 Changes with respect to the original DPM

4.5.1 Changes in the fluid part

The DPM used in the study is usually employed for chemical engineering

purposes such as the simulation of fluidised beds. The model is thus built

for the simulation of a vertical gas flow in a (chemical) reactor with particles

of about 0.5 mm in diameter. The main alterations to be implemented were

therefore the following ones:

1. The medium of the fluid phase is changed from gas to water. This is

done by choosing a fixed fluid density of ρ = 998kg/m3 (as a result, a

hydrostatic pressure distribution appears) and the molecular viscosity is

changed to µ = 1.0 ∗ 10−3Pa.s. Furthermore
(

∂ρ
∂p

)
T

= 0.

2. The boundary conditions are changed so that the main flow is horizontal

in stead of vertical. To make this possible, periodic boundary conditions

had to be added to the DPM model.

Apart from these changes, an improvement has been made as well. This is

discussed in the next paragraph.

4.5.2 Improvement in the fluid part

In the original code a velocity update between the explicit part of the calcu-

lation and the calculation of the mass balance deficits was missing. Therefore

the mass balance deficits were calculated using the old velocity values. Al-

though this is not correct, the problem was never traced before because the

presence of particles in the domain always makes sure the mass balance is not
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satisfied before the pressure correction is made. Furthermore, the mass bal-

ance of compressible media contains the density of the fluid, while the mass

balance of an incompressible fluid only depends on the velocities. If no ini-

tial disturbance is present (i.e. no particles) the calculation never reaches

the implicit part of the calculation where the velocities are updated because

the mass balance is already satisfied. The update is therefore necessary for a

correct calculation.

The fluid part of the model is verified through a simple shear flow case

(an unsteady flow profile between two parallel plates of which the upper one

is set into motion) for which an analytical solution is available. This case and

the results are discussed in more detail in Appendix C. After the update was

added the model results provided realistic results, which are shown in figure

4.5. In this figure the simulation results are plotted together with analytical

results for several time intervals.

4.5.3 Changes in the particle part

The only change made to the particle part of the DPM is the possibility

of periodicity of the particles. For gas fluidisations in reactors this is not

necessary as the particles will all stay in the domain at all times. In the case

of sediment transport the particles will pile up on the right side of the domain,

while they should flow out of it. Any particle moving out of the domain in

either horizontal direction now directly flows in on the other side of the domain.

The number of particles is thus preserved, while they can still move freely in

and out of the calculation domain.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the analytical solution (solid lines) and the simulation
results (striped lines) for laminar shear flow. No particles involved.
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4.6 Requirements on initial and boundary con-

ditions

4.6.1 Influence of upper boundary condition

For the upper boundary condition three kind of boundary conditions can

be chosen: no-slip, free slip, and prescribed pressure. The no-slip boundary

condition is not very realistic, as it implies that the water experiences the

same shear from water as from the sediment bed. By contrast, free slip and

prescribed pressure both allow for increasing velocity with height above the

bed. In the simulation a prescribed pressure boundary condition is used. In

this section it is explained why the prescribed pressure is chosen over free slip.

Simulations were run for both boundary conditions until the flow was

steady. The particles were left out for an unbiased result. The resulting time

averaged velocity profiles are plotted in figure 4.6. In the left panel of this

figure the upper boundary condition is free slip, in the right panel the upper

boundary condition is prescribed pressure. All other characteristics are the

same. In the case of prescribed pressure, the flow in the upper part of the

computational domain is slowed down a little. This is probably a result of

Bernoulli’s law: the velocity increases because of the horizontal acceleration

imposed on the flow. This causes the pressure to decrease, but the pressure on

the upper boundary is fixed. The only solution is thus a lower flow velocity.

Based on the velocity profile one would be inclined to choose for the free

slip boundary condition. However, for reasons unknown the model’s itera-

tive part does not converge for cases with free slip on the upper boundary

condition if more than about 100 particles are involved. Therefore, despite
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velocity profile (no slip)
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Figure 4.6: Velocity profiles for steady flow with different upper boundary condi-
tions (no particles). Left panel: free slip. right panel: prescribed pressure. (No
particles involved.)

the somewhat strange decreasing velocity in the upper region of the compu-

tational domain, all simulations were performed with a prescribed pressure on

the upper boundary.

4.6.2 Influence of initial velocity profile

For the simulation of a steady flow it is desirable to let the velocity profile

converge to a steady flow as soon as possible, in order to minimise the runtime

of the simulation. The choice of initial velocity profile is crucial in this respect.

As is shown in figure 4.7 a steady flow is reached much faster with a linear

velocity profile than in the case of a uniform velocity profile. The convergence
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rate is here defined as ∑
i

∣∣|un
i | −

∣∣un−1
i

∣∣∣∣
NX ∗NZ

where the sum is over i flow cells and calculated for n time intervals. NXand

NZ are the number of flow cells in the x and z direction respectively.
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convergence of the velocity profile for BC 5
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Figure 4.7: Rate of convergence to a steady velocity profile with different upper
boundary conditions. Left panel: free slip. right panel: prescribed pressure. The
blue line gives the convergence rate in case the initial velocity profile is linear, the
red line for a uniform one. (Number of particles = 100.)
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Results

5.1 Results for fluid phase only

Although we did not succeed in simulating sheet flow with the DPM, some

results are worth discussing. As a first step steady flow without particles was

simulated with the DPM for several reasons:

• to study the behaviour of the DPM for incompressible flow

• to study the relation between the imposed horizontal body force and the

steady depth averaged flow velocity

• to study the convergence of the velocity profile from the initially imposed

profile to the final velocity profile

As stated in chapter 4 incompressible flow simulations with the DPM are

only possible under certain conditions. The flow solver alone seems to work

properly. As shown in figure 4.5 the results are good, though no perfect agree-

ment with the analytical solution is found (grid refinement might resolve this).
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However, as soon as particles are introduced into the system the possibilities

of the DPM are limited. For example, simulations only run with a prescribed

pressure boundary condition on the upper side, while free slip would be prefer-

able. Also, the magnitude of the horizontal body force imposed on the flow as

a driving force is limited to values of an order of magnitude smaller than 1 to

ensure stability.

a
x
 versus u
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Figure 5.1: Relation between horizontal acceleration and horizontal flow velocity.

In figure 5.1 the relation between the value of the horizontal acceleration

ax and the resulting horizontal velocity in a steady flow is given. The value

for ax = 1.3 ∗ 10−2m/s2 (marked red) is remarkable, as the resulting velocity

is higher than the velocities for higher accelerations. Furthermore, for higher

values of the acceleration the velocity hardly increases. To study this in more

detail, figure 5.2 gives the development of the depth averaged velocities in
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time for different values of ax. The development of the velocity for ax ≥
5.0∗10−2m/s2 is very different from the other lines in the graph. In these lines

first an overshoot of the velocity is observed after which the velocity is rectified

to its final value while for smaller accelerations the profiles converge smoothly

to their steady state value. Through this mechanism the convergence is much

faster than in the low-value acceleration range. On the other hand, as figure

5.3 shows, the convergence of these simulations is much more capricious and

does not turn to zero but to a higher (though steady) value. This indicates

probably a different flow regime, though the large deviations could also have

a numerical origin.
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Figure 5.2: Development of the velocity in time for different values of the horizontal
acceleration.
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convergence of the velocity profiles
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Figure 5.3: Convergence of the velocity profiles for different values of the horizontal
acceleration.

Apart from the form of the convergence graphs, the time it takes for the

velocity to reach its steady state value is very interesting. Unfortunately, for all

values of ax in the simulated range the convergence time is extraordinary long,

i.e. in the order of 60 seconds (for small horizontal body forces even more).

Given the fact that the time it takes to simulate such a time period, even

without particles involved, is about two weeks, this is actually unacceptable.

Moreover, from this we must conclude that wave simulations in the range of

any practical importance (wave periods of 4 to 12 seconds) cannot be made

using this model in this stage. A test simulation confirmed that na realistic

flow velocities are obtained.
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Other results of interest are the pressure distribution (figure 5.4) and the

velocity profile (figure 5.5). As a result of the constant density a hydrostatic

pressure profile is found. The velocity increases from zero at the no-slip bottom

boundary to maximum on the upper boundary. Note that only a small part

of the domain in the horizontal direction is plotted in the velocity vector plot.

P field P0=0.0

dP Pa0 100 200 

Figure 5.4: Hydrostatic pressure.

5.2 Full DPM results

Simulations were run with 5000 particles to see the general behaviour of the

particles in a steady flow, according to the DPM. The particles were put into

the calculation domain in a neatly ordered fashion (figure 5.6(a)). Directly

after the start of the simulation the grains fall down and form a dense layer of

particles. This process takes about 0.5 s (figure 5.6(d)), which is equivalent to

about three days of simulation time.

It turned out that the particles lay steady on the floor without moving for
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u t =16.000s

u m/s0.0 1.0 2.0 

Figure 5.5: Velocity profile.
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ax is O (10−2) or less (figure 5.7), and the particles slid as a block over the

bottom for ax is O (10−1) (figure 5.8). This is probably caused by the lack

of friction provided by the flat and slippery bottom. A way to impose more

friction would be to fix a layer of sediment grains on the bottom.

t = 0.000

0 2 5 

(a) t = 0.0 s

t = 0.200

0 2 5 

(b) t = 0.2 s

t = 0.400

0 2 5 

(c) t = 0.4 s

t = 0.600

0 2 5 

(d) t = 0.6 s

Figure 5.6: The initial settling of the grains. The colour indicates the original
horizontal position of the particle.

t = 2.000

0 2 5 

(a) particle positions after t = 2 s

t = 8.000

0 2 5 

(b) particle positions after t = 8 s

Figure 5.7: No sediment movement
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t = 2.000

0 2 5 

(a) particle positions after t = 2 s

t = 4.000

0 2 5 

(b) particle positions after t = 4 s

t = 6.000

0 2 5 

(c) particle positions after t = 6 s

Figure 5.8: The particles slide as one block over the floor. The colour of the
particles indicates their horizontal position at t = 2s.
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Discussion

6.1 Inventory of uncertainties and shortcom-

ings

Uncertainty is inherently involved in modelling practice. Although not

every type of uncertainty can be excluded or even diminished, it is important

to acknowledge the sources of uncertainty and try to estimate their influence

on the model results. Besides, in this case an exploration of uncertainties can

shed some light on the weak points of the model and its underlying assumptions

and thereby give some starting-points for further research.

Before starting the actual analysis it is important to realise two issues.

First, the DPM used for this study has proven to be very accurate in its

original form and for its original purposes. It would therefore be meaningless

to re-evaluate every aspect of the model. Rather we will focus on the differences

we made in the model itself, as well as on the differences in the natural system

the model is used to represent (sediment transport versus gas fluidisations).
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Second, due to the complexity of the model (and the run time inherently

involved), and the limited time span available for this explorative study, a

complete uncertainty analysis as for example outlined by Van der Klis [36]

is not feasible. Here only an inventory of the uncertainties involved an a

qualitative estimate of their influence is made, leaving further analysis to future

research.

Uncertainties manifest themselves in several locations. Walker [38] defines

the following ones:

1. Uncertainty in the context of the model

2. Model uncertainty (model structure uncertainty and model technical un-

certainty)

3. Uncertainty in model input (external driving forces and system data)

4. Uncertainty in model parameters

5. Model outcome uncertainty, which is the accumulated uncertainty of all

the above

The first four of the above locations are discussed below.

1. The context of the model is associated with uncertainties is the initial

and boundary conditions. Initial conditions do not influence the final

results, only the rate of convergence. In the boundary conditions the

upper boundary introduces some uncertainty into the model. On the

upper boundary the pressure is prescribed and assumed constant. If the

upper boundary would be air, this would be no doubt the best choice.

However, in our case the upper boundary of the simulated system is
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the water above. Assuming hydrostatic pressure, the pressure would

indeed be constant. If dynamic pressure changes are important however,

this will be different. Furthermore the periodic boundaries introduce

uncertainties as numerical variations are preserved within the calculation

domain.

2. The model uncertainty comprises several items:

• Spherical particles are used

The DPM uses perfectly spherical particles. In chemical engineering

this is only a minor issue as the particles used in experiments as well

as the real particles used in the industry are spherical or at least

nearly spherical. Sand grains however are anything but spherical.

This will influence the model (as it is) in two aspects:

– The drag relation is different for non-spherical particles

– Collisions between spherical particles differ from collisions be-

tween non-spherical particles

Moreover, it puts a restraint on the applicability of a part of the

model still to be made. The added mass force namely depends on

the shape of the particles, as does the extent in which lubrication

forces are important as will be explained later on.

The assumption of spherical particles is clearly essentially wrong as

we know for a fact that the particles are not spherical. However,

models for irregularly shaped particles do not exist. Shape effects

can partially be included by a shape factor in the drag relation,

but for the collision model there is no alternative. Note that shape
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effects are hardly accounted for in existing sheet flow models either,

only a shape factor is sometimes used.

• The added mass is not taken into account

This will on itself influence the results, though the magnitude of its

influence is difficult to estimate. Taking into account added mass

in the model however is not as straightforward as it might seem.

Only if the flow would be an irrotational potential flow and if the

assumption of spherical particles would be valid, an easy analytical

expression exists for the added mass force [40]. However, neither of

these preconditions are met for sediment sheet flow. For irregular

shapes such as sand grains all 36 components of the added mass

tensor must be defined which are different for every particle and

moreover generally not identifiable or even proven to be zero [5].

This makes it very hard to estimate the influence of added mass on

the behaviour of sand particles.

• Lubrication forces are not taken into account

Lubrication forces appear as a result of the proximity of two planes

pushing the fluid in between away and sucking the fluid back when

the distance grows. If we take two spherical particles, let the dis-

tance which separates them decrease, and zoom in on the contact

point, this can be schematised by two flat plates approaching each

other (as long as we would zoom in far enough). This would be the

same for every contact point if the particles are perfectly spherical.

However, if a sharp-edged sand grain collides with another sharp-

edged sand grain, the lubrication force would be negligibly small.
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On the other hand, if two sand grains collide facing their flat sides,

the lubrication force will be significantly larger than for spheres.

• Lift forces are not included in the DPM

The lack of lift forces in the interaction forces makes it harder for

the flow to pick up particles from the bed. This force should not

be left out, as some authors claim that it is important ( [13], [25])

while others do not even mention it [1]. Including lift forces in the

DPM could clarify the issue.

• The sub-grid-scale turbulence is neglected

Sub-grid-scale turbulence is not expected to be important very close

to the bed as turbulence is heavily suppressed by the highly concen-

trated particles. However, the height above the bed from where it

should be included is not known. Even more, that is exactly an is-

sue that could be investigated using a DPM. It is possible to include

sub-grid-scale turbulence by a SGS-turbulence model. The effect of

not including sub-grid-scale turbulence is difficult to estimate. The

flow cells are very small, so turbulence is accounted for up to a very

small scale. Whether or not they are sufficiently small depends on

the grid size with respect to the Kolmogorov length scale.

• An algorithm for compressible flow is used for the simulation of an

incompressible flow

In principle an arbitrary equation of state can be chosen in the

model. Experience has shown however that the model, if used to

simulate incompressible flow, is extremely slow and for some cases

does not work at all. As in gases the density is a function of pressure,
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this could cause the method to be less flexible for incompressible

flows and this could be a possible explanation for the refusal of

the model to convergence in several cases and also for the large

convergence time in steady flow. This remains however speculation

at this stage.

3. Uncertainty in model input comprises uncertainty in external driving

forces and in system data. The latter is irrelevant in this study, while

the former is found in the way the flow is driven, i.e. in the magnitude of

the horizontal body force and the exact relation between this body force

and the pressure difference as measured in experiments.

4. Several parameters are subject to uncertainty:

• Simulation parameters in the collision model (e, et, kn, kt, and µf).

The values of these parameters are extensively studied in previous

studies through experiments and simulations. As they are simula-

tion parameters and not physical parameters, their value should not

influence the model results. Naturally care is still required in this

respect.

• Momentum transfer coefficient β

β contains quite some uncertainty. Especially the effect of irreg-

ularly shaped particles on the drag relation is inconvenient. The

drag relation used is in any case valid for the whole range of void

fractions ε occuring in sheet flow.

• The water density ρ

For the water density ρ the probability of large variations is neg-
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ligible. It should be noted that in the model simulation the fresh

water value in stead of the salt water value is used. The effect of

this faulty value is not expected to have any significant effect on

the simulation results.

• The viscosity of water µ

The water viscosity µ will not display variations within the time

window of the simulations. However, the value is different in sum-

mer and winter due to temperature differences (about a factor 2).

The same goes for water density, but the difference here is very

small (2kg/m3 on a total of about 1030kg/m3) [34].

6.2 Strong and weak points of the DPM

A major strong point of the DPM is the level of detail provided in the

results, both with respect to space and time as well as the number of physical

quantities output is provided about. This ensures the results can be well

studied. Another important strong point is the full four-way coupling. This

ensures that the influence of the particles on the water, the influence of the

water on particles and the mutual influence of particles during collisions is all

accounted for, which is crucial in high particle concentrations.

The most obvious weak point of the DPM is the constraint put on the

spatial and temporal extent of the simulations. Unfortunately that is the price

that must be paid for the level of detail. A weak point of this particular

model is the use of compressible scheme in the flow solver, which, although

in principle this should work for incompressible flows, seems to raise some

difficulties. A weak point in general is the use of spherical particles, which
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goes for all sediment transport models.
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Conclusions & recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

With the results obtained in this study the research questions can be an-

swered. They will now be addressed one at the time.

Which points of dispute in existing sheet flow models could be

studied with the help of a DPM?

The literature review on sheet flow models revealed that roughly three types

of models can be distinguished. In order of increasing level of detail they are

the Transport Formulae, the Reynolds Averaged Navies Stokes models and the

Discrete Particle Models. Of all three types of models several examples can

be found in literature. Several discrepancies exist between different models of

the same type. The DPM can best be used to study the ones in the two-phase

continuum RANS models, as they most closely resemble the DPM and are

also based on physical principles. Examples of issues that can be studied with

the help of a DPM are which interaction forces have to be included, which as-
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sumptions should be made for a correct description of the fluid pressure, which

turbulent stresses and fluxes are important and how they can best represented,

and which parametrisation for the eddy viscosity and sediment diffusivity are

most accurate.

Can this DPM simulate horizontal sediment movement in water?

If so, how does it perform in simulating sheet flow?

Provided a prescribed pressure boundary condition is imposed on the up-

per boundary and the value of the horizontal acceleration representing the

horizontal pressure difference is well chosen, the DPM is able to simulate the

horizontal movement of spherical particles. However, in a steady state sit-

uation, the particles slide as one block over the bottom due to lack of fric-

tion. Another problem is the sensitivity of the flow solver. That is, the upper

boundary condition must be prescribed pressure, otherwise convergence of the

iterative calculation is impossible. This raises the question to what extent this

particular scheme is suitable for simulations of incompressible flows.

Adding friction to the bottom (for example by fixing the lower level of

particles on the bottom) will probably solve the problem of sliding sediment.

The issue of the flow solver, whether the problem indeed lies in the nature of

the numerical scheme or not, is not expected to be solvable within this version

of the DPM. It is expected that simulating a sheet flow like behaviour will be

possible with this model if more time is spent on completing the model and

increasing the amount of friction on the bottom. This time may though be

better spent in starting with a code that has already proven to perform well

for incompressible flows. It must be noted that the simulation of oscillatory

sheet flow in wind waves is impossible as the convergence time is extraordinary
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long, which makes the plea for a different model even stronger.

7.2 Recommendations

Further research should focus on the following issues:

• As the potential value of a well working DPM for sheet flow sediment

transport is very high, further attempts to make such a model are highly

encouraged.

• It is recommended to try and start with a flow solver for incompress-

ible flows 1 and see whether or not the simulations are more stable and

whether the simulation time can be considerably reduced. Also the rate

of convergence should be studied.

• The influence of added mass and lubrication forces should be investigated

further, in particular in relation to the effect of irregular shapes of the

particles. Also lift forces should be added as one of the interaction forces.

• It is recommended to include sub-grid-scale turbulence model for a com-

plete representation of the flow above and in the sheet flow layer.

• In order to study the difference between the behaviour of spherical and

non-spherical particles experiments with spherical glass particles should

be carried out and compared to the experimental results of similar sand

experiments.

1The model made by Ir. Dijkhuizen of the FCRE group could be used as a starting point.
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Appendix A

Sheet flow models

Several existing sheet flow models were studied for their similarities and

differences. In the following sections an overview is presented of several trans-

port formulae, RANS models and discrete particle models for steady as well

as for oscillatory flow. At the end of each section on a model type a summary

of the findings is given.

A.1 Transport formulae

A.1.1 Steady flow models

Wilson (1987)

For steady flow Wilson proposes:

qs =
11.8

g(s− 1)

(
τ

ρ

)1.5

(A.1)

where qs is the sediment transport rate per unit of width, g is the acceleration

due to gravity, s = ρs/ρ is the relative sediment concentration (ρs and ρ are
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the density of the sediment and water respectively). The shear stress τ consists

of a fluid-related and a particle-related part:

τ = τf + τs

• τf = τ(1− τs

τ
) = τ(1− ∫ η0

η
Crdη)

Cr is the ratio of the local solids concentration C and the loose-poured

volumetric solids concentration in the bed Cb. η = y/ys, where ys is the

height above the bed where τf = 0. η0 = δs/ys, where δs is the sheet

flow layer thickness (at y = δs : τs = 0).

From Dohmen-Janssen [10]: τf = ρνe
∂ū
∂z

where νe is the turbulent eddy

viscosity.

• τs = σs tan φ′

Here σs is the intergranular normal stress given by

σs =
∫ δs

y
gρ(s− 1)CbCrdy

and φ′ is the dynamic friction angle of the solids.

A schematisation of the reference levels as used by Wilson is given in figure

A.1.

Ribberink (1998)

Meyer-Peter and Mueller derived a type of transport formula that forms

the basis for all sheet flow transport formulae nowadays. The theoretical basis

for this type of formula in sheet flow conditions was given by Wilson in 1992.
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0;; === fssyy τττ

0=y

τττδ === fssy ;0;

Figure A.1: Position of reference levels in the geometry used by Wilson [1987]

The formula reeds

Φb =





m(θ′ − θcr)
n θ′ ≥ θcr

0 θ′ < θcr

(A.2)
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Here Φb is the non-dimensional bed load transport given by

Φb =
qb√

∆gD3
50

where ∆ = (ρs− ρ)/ρ is the relative sediment concentration, m is a parameter

and n is a constant. θcr is the critical Shields parameter for sediment motion,

and θ′ is the effective Shield’s parameter which is for steady flows defined as:

θ′ =
τb

(ρs − ρ)gD50

Here τb is the shear stress at the bed in case of a smooth non moving bed and

a logarithmic velocity profile.

In case the depth-averaged current velocity V is known:

τb = ρg
V 2

C ′2

C ′ = 18 log

(
12h

ks

)

C ′ is the Chézy coefficient, h is the water depth, and ks is the roughness height.

If the a near-bed velocity at an arbitrary level z = δ (ub = ub(δ)) is

prescribed:

τb =
1

2
ρf ′cu

2
b

where f ′c is a friction factor here chosen as

f ′c = 2

(
0.4

ln δ
z0

)
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z0 =
ks

30

The latter has a more general validity, as a logarithmic velocity profile is only

assumed close to the bed. For both cases

ks = max{3D90, D50[1 + 6(θ − 1)]}

A fit through a large number of data points yields the following best fit:

m = 10.4, n = 1.67

Summary transport formulae for steady flow

The transport formulae for steady flow of Wilson [39] and Ribberink [31]

were discussed. The main differences are

• the model of Wilson is derived based on theoretical considerations, while

the model of Ribberink is an empirical formula

• the shear stress is calculated over the whole sheet flow layer in the case

of Wilson, while Ribberink uses the bed shear stress τb

• Ribberink included the critical Shields parameter for sediment motion in

the transport formula

Apart from these differences, the formulae are very much alike:

qs = fW (g, ρs, ρ)τ 1.5 (Wilson)

qs = fR(g, ρs, ρ, D50)(θ
′ − θcr)

1.67 (Ribberink)
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where θ′ ∝ τb, and fW and fR are functions given by Wilson and Ribberink

respectively.

A.1.2 Quasi steady oscillatory flow models

Ribberink and Al-Salem (1994)

Ribberink and Al Salem [32] describe three transport formulae in their

paper. These are summarised below.

Madsen and Grant (1976)

qs(t)

wsD50

= 40θ′(t)3 (A.3)

θ′(t) =
1
2
fw |U(t)|U(t)

∆gD50

Bailard (1981):

qs(t) = qs,b(t) + qs,s(t) (A.4)

qs,b(t) =
1
2
fwεb

∆g tan φ
U3

0 (t)

qs,s(t) =
1
2
fwεs

∆gws

∣∣U3
0 (t)

∣∣ U0(t)

Ribberink (1998)

The quasi-steady model for pure oscillatory flow proposed by Ribberink is

the following:

Φb(t) =





m(|θ′(t)| − θcr)
n θ′(t)
|θ′(t)| |θ′| ≥ θcr

0 |θ′| ≥ θcr

(A.5)
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For oscillatory flow

θ′(t) =
1
2
ρf ′w |ub(t)| ub(t)

(ρs − ρ)gD50

f ′w =





exp
(
5.2

(
ks

â

)0.194 − 5.98
)

ks

â
< 0.63

0.3 ks

â
≥ 0.63

ks = max{3D90, D50[1 + 6(〈|θ|〉 − 1)]}

〈|θ|〉 =
〈|τb(t)|〉

(ρs − ρ)gD50

〈|τb(t)|〉 =
1

2
ρf ′w〈ub(t)

2〉 =
1

4
ρf ′wÛ2

In these formulae ub(t) is the time-dependent horizontal orbital velocity at

z = δ, f ′w is the wave friction factor (here the formula of Swart (1974) is

used, which is based on Jonsson (1966)). â is the amplitude of the horizontal

near-bed orbital flow, and Û is the velocity amplitude of the oscillatory flow.

Time-averaging (over half or full cycle) for net transport rates gives:

〈Φb(t)〉 = m〈(|θ′(t)| − θcr)
n θ′(t)
|θ′(t)| 〉 (A.6)

A fit through a large number of data points yields the following best fit:

m = 11, n = 1.65

For oscillatory flow with a superimposed current under an arbitrary angle

Ribberink proposes

〈Φb(t)〉 = m〈(|θ′(t)| − θcr)
n θ′(t)
|θ′(t)| 〉 (A.7)
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|θ′(t)| =
√

θ′x(t)2 + θ′y(t)2

m = 11, n = 1.65

θ′(t) =
τ b(t)

(ρs − ρ)gD50

=
1
2
ρf ′cw |ub(t)|ub(t)

(ρs − ρ)gD50

|ub(t)| =
√

u2
bx(t) + u2

by(t)

ub(t) = 〈ub〉+ ub,osc(t)

f ′cw = αf ′c + (1− α)f ′w

α =
〈ub〉

〈ub〉+ Û0

Furthermore, for combined waves and currents the time-averaged bed shear

stress, necessary for the roughness height, becomes for large values of the

Shields parameter:

〈|τb|〉 =
1

2
ρf ′c〈ub〉2 +

1

4
ρf ′wÛ0

2

The suggestion that f ′cw is a linear combination of the wave and current friction

factors was made by Madsen and Grant (1976).

Summary quasi steady transport formulae for oscillatory flow

The models of Madsen and Grant, Bailard, and Ribberink [31] were dis-

cussed. All of these models are empirical. Two profound differences can be

distinguished between the models:

• Madsen and Grant and Ribberink do not distinguish between bed load

and suspended load, while Bailard does this explicitly

• Ribberink included the critical Shields parameter for sediment motion in
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his formula

The models can best be compared by writing them in the following forms:

qs = fMG(g, ρs, ρ,D50, ws, fw) |U5(t)|U(t) (Madson/Grant)

qs = fB1(g, ρs, ρ, fw, εb, φ)U3(t) + fB2(g, ρs, ρ, ws, fw, εs) |U3(t)|U(t) (Bailard)

qs = fR(g, ρs, ρ,D50, fw)(|θ′| − θcr)
1.65f(θ′) (Ribberink)

where θ′ ∝ U2(t) and f(θ′) is the normalised Shields parameter θ′(t)/|θ′(t)|.

A.1.3 Semi-unsteady oscillatory flow models

Dohmen-Janssen (1999)

Dohmen-Janssen [10] described the semi-unsteady model of Dibajnia and

Watanabe (1992) and also proposed a new semi-unsteady model.

Dibajnia and Watanabe (1992)

〈qs〉 = 0.001wsD50 |Γ|0.55 Γ

|Γ| (A.8)

Γ =
ucTc(Ω

3
c + Ω

′3
t )− utTt(Ω

3
t + Ω

′3
c )

(uc + ut)T

u2
i = 2

Ti

∫ Ti

0
u2(t)dt (i = c, t)

where Ωc is the amount of sand entrained and transported during the positive

half wave cycle, and Ω
′
t is the amount of sand that is entrained during the

negative half wave cycle, but transported during the positive half wave cycle

because it has not resettled in time. Ω
′
c and Ωt are exactly the equivalent

values for the transport during the negative half wave cycle.
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Dohmen-Janssen [10] also proposed a new semi-unsteady model based on

the quasi steady model of Ribberink [31]:

〈qs〉 = r ∗ 〈qs〉Rib (A.9)

r =
〈qs,r〉
〈qs,eq〉 =

(
u0

u1

)2

+ 1
2

+ G(p)
(

u0

u1

)2

+ 3
2

G(p) =
P cos φ + Q sin φ

(P 2 + Q2)3/2

P =
1

2
+

[
1

16
+ p2

]1/4

cos

(
1

2
α

)

Q =

[
1

16
+ p2

]1/4

sin

(
1

2
α

)

α = arctan (4p)

φ = arctan

(
−Q

P

)

p =
εsω

w2
s

=
δsω

ws

=
10θwD50ω

ws

=
5fwu2

aω

(s− 1)gws





qs,r(t) = u∞(t) ∗ ∫ z∞
0

Cr(z, t)dz

qs,eq(t) = u∞(t) ∗ ∫ z∞
0

Ceq(z, t)dz

p is the phase-lag parameter. The real sediment concentration Cr and the

equilibrium sediment concentration Ceq are found by using the convection-

diffusion equation for sediment:

∂C

∂t
=

∂

∂z

[
wsC + εs

∂C

∂z

]
(A.10)

For Ceq, set ∂C
∂t

= 0.
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Summary semi-unsteady transport formulae for oscillatory flow

Two semi unsteady transport formulae for oscillatory flow were found in

literature. The first is the model of Dibajnia and Watanabe and the second

the model of Dohmen-Janssen [10]. The models are, contrary to the previous

models, very different. In the model of Dibajnia and Watanabe the transport

in the ’crest half wave cycle’ and the ’trough half wave cycle’ are calculated

independently to account for phase lag effects, while Dohmen-Janssen modified

the quasi steady model of Ribberink [31] by an unsteadiness parameter which

is defined as the ratio between the sediment transport with and without phase

lag effects.

A.2 RANS models

Several Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models are proposed in

literature for steady flow as well as oscillatory flow. They can be divided into

advection-diffusion models and the more elaborate two-phase flow models. In

this section we will discuss the models of Ribberink and Al-Salem [33], Davies

and Li [8], and Guizien et al. [18] as the advection-diffusion models. One two-

phase flow model for steady flow is mentioned in literature, being the model

of Lamberti et al [22]. In the last section two-phase flow models for oscillatory

flow are discussed, respectively Asano [1], Dong and Zhang [13], and Liu and

Sato [25]. Hsu et al. [21] proposed a model for ’collisional sheet flow’ of massive

particles, i.e. the particles are supported by their collisional interactions rather

than by turbulent velocity fluctuations in the fluid. This kind of model is only

valid if the fall velocity of the particles exceeds the friction velocity of the fluid

flow (ws/u
∗ > 1). As they state in their concluding remarks, the model needs
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to be extended for the case of sand in water as this case is not likely to satisfy

the aforementioned conditions. Therefore, this model type is not included in

this review.

A.2.1 Oscillatory advection-diffusion models

The advection-diffusion models for oscillatory sheet flow in literature are

all based on the following set of equations:

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+

∂

∂z

(
νe

∂u

∂z

)
(A.11)

∂C

∂t
=

∂

∂z

(
wsC + εs

∂C

∂z

)
(A.12)

The models mainly differ in their specific turbulence closure schemes and in

some cases the boundary conditions are a little different. In the following sub-

sections the turbulence closures and boundary conditions of three advection-

diffusion models for oscillatory sheet flow will be discussed. The first is the

model of Ribberink and Al-Salem [33], in which the turbulence closure is based

on Prandtl’s mixing length theory and a reference concentration type bound-

ary conditions is applied on the lower boundary. In the second subsection the

model of Davies and Li [8] is described, which has a one-equation turbulence

closure and reference concentration as well as pick-up function-boundary con-

ditions. Finally we will discuss the model of Guizien et al. [18], in which a

two-equation turbulence closure is chosen and reference concentration bound-

ary conditions.
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Ribberink and Al-Salem (1995)

Ribberink and Al-Salem [33] use the Prandtl mixing length theory to form

a turbulence closure:

νe = l2m

∣∣∣∣
∂u

∂z

∣∣∣∣ = (κz)2

∣∣∣∣
∂u

∂z

∣∣∣∣

and

εs = νe

The horizontal pressure gradient in this model is simply related to the free

stream velocity:

∂p

∂x
= −ρ

∂U0

∂t

Lower boundary conditions:

at z = z0 = ks/30 = 2.5D50/30 : u = 0

at z = za = 2D50 :





C = C(za, t)

or

∂C
∂z

= f(τb(t), G)

where G is a set of sediment parameters.

Upper boundary conditions:

at z = zup : u = U0

at z = zup : ∂C
∂z

= 0

Davies and Li (1997)

Davies and Li [8] choose a one-equation turbulence closure for the turbu-

lent kinetic energy k, while the vertical mixing length scale lm is based von
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Karman’s similarity hypothesis:

νe = c1lmk1/2

εs = νe

∂k

∂t
= νe

(
∂u

∂z

)2

+ εs
g

ρ

∂ρm

∂z
− c2k

3/2

l
+

∂

∂z

(
εk

∂k

∂z

)

lm = κ
(
1− z

h

)1/2

k1/2

(∫ z

z0

k−1/2dz + z0k
−1/2
0

)

where ρm = ρsC + ρ(1− C) and c1 is a constant.

Furthermore

−1

ρ

∂p

∂x
= −1

ρ

∂P̄

∂x
+

∂U0

∂t

where the first term on the right hand site is a pressure gradient generating a

mean current, while the second term is related to the oscillatory flow.

Lower boundary conditions:

at z = z0 = ks/30 = 2.5D50/30 : u = 0

at z = za = 2D50 : C = Cb

at z = zbottom : ∂k
∂z

= 0

where

Cb =
0.65

(1 + 1/λ)3

where λ is the linear concentration given by





λ =
(
|θ|−θc−πp∗/6

0.027|θ|s

)1/2

for |θ| > θc + πp∗/6

λ = 0 for |θ| ≤ θc + πp∗/6
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where

p∗ =

[
1 +

(
π/6

|θ| − θc

)4
]−1/4

Upper boundary conditions:

at z = h : νe
∂u
∂z

= 0

at z = h : ∂C
∂z

= 0

at z = zup : ∂k
∂z

= 0

Guizien et al. (2003)

Guizien et al. [18] use a slightly modified version of the momentum equation

for the fluid (Eq. A.11), in the sense that not only the turbulent eddy viscosity

is included in the equation but also the kinematic viscosity of water:

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+

∂

∂z

(
(ν + νe)

∂u

∂z

)
(A.13)

For the turbulence closure they used a two-equation scheme with one equa-

tion for the turbulent kinetic energy k and one for the energy dissipation rate

ω:

νe = α∗ k
ω

1−C3Ω
(1−C1Ω)(1−C2Ω)

(Ω = 2 g
ρ

dρm

dz
4

ω2 )

εs = νe
1− C2Ω

1− C3Ω

where C1, C2, and C3 are coupling constants.

∂k

∂t
= νe

(
∂u

∂z

)2

+ εs
g

ρ

∂ρm

∂z
− β∗kω +

∂

∂z

[
(ν + σνe)

∂k

∂z

]

∂ω

∂t
= ανe

ω

k

(
∂u

∂z

)2

− βω2 +
∂

∂z

(
(ν + σνe)

∂ω

∂z

)
+ c0

ω

2kρ
εs

∂ρm

∂z
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α∗ =
α∗0+ReT /RK

1+ReT /RK

α = 13
25

α0+ReT /Rω

1−ReT /Rω
(α∗)−1

β∗ = 9
100

4/15+(ReT /Rβ)4

1+(ReT /Rβ)4

where ReT = k
νω

, β = β0 = 9
125

, α∗0 = β0

3
, α0 = 1

9
, Rβ = 2.95, and c0 =

0.8. Unfortunately, σ, σ∗, RK , and Rβ cannot be estimated through a simple

argument.

The pressure gradient is defined as in the model of Davies and Li [8]:

−1

ρ

∂p

∂x
= −1

ρ

∂P̄

∂x
+

∂U0

∂t

Lower boundary conditions

at z = 0 : u = 0

at z = za = 2D50 : C = max(Ca, Cb)

at z = 0 : k = 0

at z = 0 : ωwall
u∗2
ν

SR

where SR = (50/k+
N)2 if k+

N < 25, and SR = 100/k+
N if k+

N ≥ 25. Ca is a

reference concentration and Cb results from settling particles.

Upper boundary conditions

at z = zh : u = U0

at z = zh : ∂C
∂z

= 0

at z = zh : ∂k
∂z

= 0

at z = zh : ∂ω
∂z

= 0
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Summary advection-diffusion models for oscillatory sheet flow

Three advection-diffusion models for oscillatory sheet flow were discussed.

In increasing order of complexity these are the model of Ribberink and Al-

Salem [33], Davies and Li [8], and Guizien et al. [18].All of these models are

based on the following set of equations:

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+

∂

∂z

(
νe

∂u

∂z

)

∂C

∂t
=

∂

∂z

(
wsC + εs

∂C

∂z

)

The turbulence closure in the model of Ribberink and Al-Salem is based on

Prandtl’s mixing length theory where the mixing length is simply chosen as

κz, and the assumption that εs = νe. Davies and Li used a slightly more

sophisticated closure by imposing a one-equation scheme (the equation being

the differential equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k), while the mixing

length is calculated using von Karman’s similarity hypothesis. Furthermore,

like Ribberink and Al-Salem Davies and Li also assume εs = νe. Guizien et al.

use a two-equation turbulence closure scheme, with one differential equation

for k and one for the energy dissipation rate ω.

The horizontal pressure gradient is in all three models directly related to

the free stream velocity U0 by the following relation:

∂p

∂x
= −ρ

∂U0

∂t

Davies and Li [8] and Guizien et al. [18] also included a pressure gradient

generating a mean current.
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As the pick-up function boundary conditions in the model of Davies and

Li did not show a significant improvement, the differences in the boundary

conditions are considered to be of only minor importance.

A.2.2 Steady two-phase flow models

Lamberti et al. (1990)

Lamberti et al. [22] made a two-phase model for steady flow over a sloping

bed. Velocity and pressure are here independent of x, z, and t. The coordinate

system used by Lamberti et al. [22] is schematically given in Figure A.2.

The governing equations are then as follows:

(1− C)w + Cws = 0 (A.14)

Cws − εs
C

z
= 0 (A.15)

∂τf

∂z
+ ρg sin α− fx = 0 (A.16)

∂σf

∂z
+ ρg cos α + fz = 0 (A.17)

∂τs

∂z
+ (ρs − ρ)Cg sin α + fx = 0 (A.18)

∂σs

∂z
+ (ρs − ρ)Cg cos α− fz = 0 (A.19)

where τf and σf are the fluid shear and normal stresses respectively, and τs

and σs are the sediment shear and normal stresses respectively. α is the bed

slope.
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Figure A.2: Coordinate system used by Lamberti et al. Source: Lamberti et al [22]

The model is closed by the following constitutive equations:

τf = ρ(1− C)l2m

(
∂u

∂z

)2

(A.20)

τs = [fτk(C) + fτC(C)]ρsD
2

(
∂us

∂z

)2

(A.21)
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σs = [fσk(C) + fσC(C)]ρsD
2

(
∂us

∂z

)2

(A.22)

where lm is Prandtl’s mixing length, and fτk(C), fτC(C), fσk(C), and fσC(C)

are parameters given by Babic and Shen (1989).

Furthermore, the interaction forces consists of buoyancy and drag forces in

this model. They are therefore defined as:

fx =
3

4D
ρCCD

√
u2

r + w2
rur (A.23)

fz =
3

4D
ρCCD

√
u2

r + w2
rwr + ρCg (A.24)

where CD is the drag coefficient and ur and wr are the relative velocities

between the fluid and solid phase in horizontal and vertical direction respec-

tively.

A.2.3 Oscillatory two-phase flow models

All two-phase flow models for oscillatory sheet flow in literature are based

on the same set of equations, but differ in the simplifications made and choice

and specific form of the constitutive equations. The basis for these models is

given by Eq. A.25 to Eq. A.28. Eq. A.25 is the mass balance for the fluid

phase, Eq. A.26 is the mass balance for the solid phase, and Eq. A.27 and Eq.

A.28 are the momentum balances for the fluid and solid phase respectively.

∂ρ(1− C)

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uj

∂xj

= 0 (A.25)

∂ρsC

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,j

∂xj

= 0 (A.26)
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∂ρ(1− C)ui

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uiuj

∂xj

= −(1− C)
∂p

∂xi

− ρ(1− C)gδi2 − fi (A.27)

∂ρsCus,i

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

= −C
∂p

∂xi

− ρsCgδi2 +
∂Ts,ij

∂xj

+ fi (A.28)

where ρ and ρs are the density of water and sand respectively, C is the sediment

concentration, p is the fluid pressure, g is the acceleration due to gravity, δij

is the Kronecker delta, fi is the total interaction force between the fluid and

solid phase, Ts,ij is the intergranular stress tensor, t is time, and uj and us,j

are the fluid and solid velocities in the xj direction respectively.

Eq. A.25 to A.28 contain turbulent quantities. Reynolds averaging gives

(the full derivation given in Appendix B):

∂ρ(1− C)

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uj

∂xj

=
∂φm

j

∂xj

(A.29)

∂ρsC

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,j

∂xj

=
∂φs,m

s,j

∂xj

(A.30)

∂ρ(1− C)ui

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uiuj

∂xj

= −(1−C)
∂p

∂xi

−ρ(1−C)gδi2 +
∂φa

i

∂t
+

∂τ c
ij

∂xj

−fi

(A.31)

∂ρsCus,i

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

= −C
∂p

∂xi

−ρsCgδi2+
∂φs,a

s,i

∂t
+

∂τ s,c
s,ij

∂xj

+
∂Ts,ij

∂xj

+fi (A.32)

φa
i and φa

s,i represent the turbulent fluxes related to the acceleration term of

the fluid and solid phase respectively, and φc
i and φc

s,i are the turbulent fluxes

related to the convective terms.

Asano (1990)

Asano [1] is mentioned in almost every text on sheet flow modelling. He

was, to the authors knowledge, the first to derive a full two-phase flow model
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for oscillatory sheet flow. He performed some quite rigourous simplifications

to be able to solve the system of equations, as he effectively replaced the whole

vertical momentum balances by simplified equations.

The following constitutive equation are implemented:

C ′w′ ' C ′w′
s = −εs

∂C

∂z
(A.33)

u′sw′
s ' u′w′ = −νe

∂u

∂z
(A.34)

According to Asano, the interaction force consists of a drag and a buoyancy

part:

fx =
3

4D
ρCCD|ur|ur (A.35)

fz =
3

4D
ρCCD

√
u2

r + w2
rwr + ρCg (A.36)

Asano assumes u À w, us À ws, and uC ′w′ À u′C ′w′. The turbulent stress

tensor is then

τ c
xz = ρ {(1− C)u′w′ − uC ′w′} = ρ

{
(1− C)νe

∂u

∂z
− uεs

∂C

∂z

}
(A.37)

The turbulent stresses in the solid phase are described in a similar way as in

the fluid phase:

τ c
s,xz = ρs {Cu′sw

′
s − usC

′w′
s} = ρs

{
Cνe

∂us

∂z
− usεs

∂C

∂z

}
(A.38)

and for the intergranular stress tensor the constitutive equation of Savage-

McKeown is adopted:

Ts,xz = 1.2λ2ρν
∂us

∂z
(A.39)
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Finally, the vertical velocity of the solid phase and the pressure gradient

are not derived from the governing equations, but imposed as follows:

ws = wf0

[
1− C

Cm

]n

(n = 2.3) (A.40)

∂p

∂x
= −ρ

∂U0

∂t
(A.41)

Dong and Zhang (1999)

Dong and Zhang [13] built a comprehensive two-phase flow model. The

most important assumption in this model is that convective terms are ne-

glected.

The constitutive equations are the following. The interaction force fi con-

sist of drag, lift, and added mass, described by these formulae:

fx =
3

4D
ρCCD

√
u2

r + w2
rur + ρCCM

dur

dt
(A.42)

fz =
3

4D
ρCCD

√
u2

r + w2
rwr + ρCCM

dwr

dt
+

3

4
ρCCL |ur| dur

dt
(A.43)

where ur and wr are the relative velocities between the solid and fluid phase,

CL = 4/3 is the lift coefficient, CM = 1/2 is the added mass coefficient, and

the drag coefficient CD is calculated by Rubey’s law:

CD =
24

Re
+ 2 =

24ν

D
√

u2
r + w2

r

+ 2

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of water and D the sediment particle diam-

eter.

The intergranular stress tensors Ts,xz and Ts,zz are described by the formu-
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lae:

Ts,xz = 1.2λ2ρν
∂us

∂z
(A.44)

Ts,zz = 1.2λ2ρν
∂us

∂z
cot φ (A.45)

where φ is the dynamic friction angle of the sediment, and λ is the linear

concentration as it was proposed by Bagnold [2]:

λ =
1

[(Cm/C)1/3 − 1]

where Cm is the theoretical maximum concentration. Note that the turbulent

stresses in the solid phase as a result of Reynolds averaging of the advective

term is not included because advection is neglected.

Although advection is neglected, the turbulent stress in the fluid phase is

included anyway. The turbulent stresses in the vertical direction τzz are ne-

glected, while the horizontal stresses are calculated based on Prandtl’s mixing

length theory:

τ c
xz = ρ(1− C)l2

∣∣∣∣
∂um

∂z

∣∣∣∣
∂um

∂z
(A.46)

where l is the mixing length given by

l = κ

∫ z

−∞

Cm − C

Cm

dz

and um is the concentration weighted velocity given by:

um = (1− C)u + Cus
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For the time-averaged fluctuations a mixing coefficient is introduced:

C ′w′
s = C ′w′ = −εs

∂C

∂z
(A.47)

where they use the following expression for the mixing coefficient εs:

εs =

[(
1− C

Cm

)
l

]2 ∣∣∣∣
∂um

∂z

∣∣∣∣ + 5ν

Finally, the horizontal pressure gradient is simply related to the free stream

velocity in the wave U0:

∂p

∂x
= −ρ

dU0

dt
(A.48)

Liu and Sato (2005)

The model of Liu and Sato [25] is, to a large extent, based on the model of

Dong and Zhang [13]. As the two models are very similar, only the differences

will be addressed in this section.

Liu and Sato [25] claim that the value of εs will suddenly drop around

the overshoot height in the expression of Dong and Zhang [14], and therefore

propose a different relation:

εs = max (αbD∗Û0δs, Aφνe)

where αb = 0.0005 is a coefficient, D∗ = d [(s− 1)g/ν2]
1/3

is the dimensionless

grain size, U is the free stream velocity amplitude, and δs is the sheet flow layer

thickness (based on the 8 volume-percentage criterion). A = 0.5+1.5 (ws/u
∗)0.5

describes the difference in the diffusion of a fluid particle and a sediment parti-

cle, φ = 1+(C/Cm)0.5−2(C/Cm)0.25 is a measure for the influence of sediment
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particles on the turbulence structure of the fluid, and νe is the turbulent eddy

viscosity, here defined as:

νe =





0 zb ≤ z < z|us=0

(1− C)κu∗z(1− z
h
) z|us=0 ≤ z ≤ z|νe=(νe)max

(νe)max zνe=(νe)max < z ≤ zu

For the pressure gradient they use a more complicated expression, which

also includes a pressure gradient pc to generate a steady current and a concen-

tration related damping factor:

∂p

∂x
= −ρ

(
dU0

dt
+ pc

) (
1−

(
C

Cm

)6
)

(A.49)

Summary two-phase models for oscillatory sheet flow

In this section three two-phase flow models for oscillatory sheet flow were

discussed. In chronological order these are the models of Asano [1], Dong and

Zhang [13], and Liu and Sato [25]. The three models are based on the following

set of Reynolds-averaged equations:

∂ρ(1− C)

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uj

∂xj

=
∂φm

j

∂xj

∂ρsC

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,j

∂xj

=
∂φs,m

s,j

∂xj

∂ρ(1− C)ui

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uiuj

∂xj

= −(1−C)
∂p

∂xi

−ρ(1−C)gδi2 +
∂φa

i

∂t
+

∂τ c
ij

∂xj

−fi

∂ρsCus,i

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

= −C
∂p

∂xi

− ρsCgδi2 +
∂φs,a

s,i

∂t
+

∂τ s,c
s,ij

∂xj

+
∂Ts,ij

∂xj

+ fi
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All three models neglect the acceleration related turbulent fluxes φa
i and φs,a

s,i .

Furthermore some differences are found between the models:

• Dong and Zhang and Liu and Sato neglect advective terms. Asano in-

cludes these terms, but substitutes the vertical momentum balances by

simpler equations in order to be able to solve the set of equations.

• Asano includes drag and buoyancy in the interaction force between the

fluid and the solid phase, while Dong and Zhang and Liu and Sato include

drag, lift, and added mass.

• Dong and Zhang relate the horizontal pressure difference only to the

free stream velocity, while Liu and Sato also include a pressure gradient

generating a steady current and a concentration related damping factor.

Asano assumes a constant pressure difference throughout the boundary

layer.

• Asano neglects the vertical turbulent intergranular stresses taus,zz while

Dong and Zhang and Liu and Sato take them into account.

• The choice of parametrisation differs from one model to another.

A.3 Discrete Particle Models

Although two existing DPM models for sediment transport were found by

the author, none was suitable for sediment transport in sheet flow conditions

for typically Dutch coastal sand. The model by Drake and Calantoni [15] is, like

the model of Hsu et al. [21], made for collisional sheet flow, i.e. for relatively

large particles. A major advantage of the assumption of collisional sheet flow
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is that lubrication forces can be ignored. They validated their model with

experiments with 1.1 mm sand, which is about an order of magnitude larger

than the sediment size along the Dutch coast. Vittori [37] also published a

DPM model for sediment transport under waves, but this model is only valid

in dilute systems as only a one-way coupling is made.
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Reynolds averaging in

two-phase continuum models

In this Appendix the Reynolds-averaged equations are derived. First we

discuss the mass balance of the fluid phase and solid phase respectively. The

momentum balances are included in the second section.

B.0.1 Mass balance

Fluid phase

∂ρ(1− C)

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uj

∂xj

= 0 (B.1)

Reynolds decomposition: C = C̄ + C ′, uj = ūj + u′j. ρ is not assumed to be a

turbulent fluctuating quantity.

∂ρ(1− C̄ − C ′)
∂t

+
∂ρ(1− C̄ − C ′)(ūj + u′j)

∂xj

= 0
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∂(ρ(1− C̄)− ρC ′)
∂t

+
∂ρ(ūj + u′j − C̄ūj − C̄u′j − C ′ūj − C ′u′j)

∂xj

= 0

Average over time:

∂(ρ(1− C̄)− ρC ′)
∂t

+
∂ρ(ūj + u′j − C̄ūj − C̄u′j − C ′ūj − C ′u′j)

∂xj

= 0̄

∂(ρ(1− C̄)− ρC ′)
∂t

+
∂ρ(ūj + u′j − C̄ūj − C̄u′j − C ′ūj − C ′u′j)

∂xj

= 0

∂(ρ(1− C̄)− ρC ′)
∂t

+
∂(ρūj + ρu′j − ρC̄ūj − ρC̄u′j − ρC ′ūj − ρC ′u′j)

∂xj

= 0

∂(ρ(1− C̄)− ρC ′)
∂t

+
∂(ρūj + ρu′j − ρC̄ūj − ρC̄u′j − ρC ′ūj − ρC ′u′j)

∂xj

= 0

∂(ρ(1− C̄)− ρC ′)
∂t

+
∂(ρūj + ρu′j − ρC̄ūj − ρC̄u′j − ρūjC ′ − ρC ′u′j)

∂xj

= 0

∂ρ(1− C̄)

∂t
+

∂(ρūj − ρC̄ūj − ρC ′u′j)

∂xj

= 0

∂ρ(1− C̄)

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C̄)ūj

∂xj

=
∂ρC ′u′j

∂xj

We will define the turbulent flux in the mass balance φm
j as

φm
j = ρC ′u′j

The bars on non-fluctuation quantities can be left out for notational conve-

nience. The complete mass balance for the fluid phase is then:

∂ρ(1− C)

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uj

∂xj

=
∂φm

j

∂xj

(B.2)
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Solid phase

We can derive the Reynolds averaged mass balance for the solid phase in

an equivalent way:

∂ρsC

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,j

∂xj

= 0 (B.3)

Reynolds decomposition: C = C̄ + C ′, us,j = ¯us,j + u′s,j. ρs is not assumed to

be a turbulent fluctuating quantity.

∂ρs(C̄ + C ′)
∂t

+
∂ρs(C̄ + C ′)(ūs,j + u′s,j)

∂xj

= 0

∂(ρsC̄ + ρsC
′)

∂t
+

∂ρs(C̄ūs,j + C̄u′s,j + C ′ūs,j + C ′u′s,j)

∂xj

= 0

Average over time:

∂(ρsC̄ + ρsC ′)
∂t

+
∂ρs(C̄ūs,j + C̄u′s,j + C ′ūs,j + C ′u′s,j)

∂xj

= 0̄

∂(ρsC̄ + ρsC ′)
∂t

+
∂ρs(C̄ūs,j + C̄u′s,j + C ′ūs,j + C ′u′s,j)

∂xj

= 0

∂(ρsC̄) + ρsC ′)
∂t

+
∂(ρsC̄ūs,j + ρsC̄u′s,j + ρsC ′ūs,j + ρsC ′u′s,j)

∂xj

= 0

∂(ρsC̄ + ρsC ′)
∂t

+
∂(ρsC̄ūs,j + ρsC̄u′s,j + ρsC ′ūs,j + ρsC ′u′s,j)

∂xj

= 0

∂(ρsC̄ + ρC ′)
∂t

+
∂(ρsC̄ūs,j + ρsC̄u′s,j + ρsūs,jC ′ + ρsC ′u′s,j)

∂xj

= 0

∂ρsC̄)

∂t
+

∂(ρsC̄ūs,j + ρsC ′u′s,j)

∂xj

= 0

∂ρsC̄

∂t
+

∂ρsC̄ūs,j

∂xj

= −∂ρsC ′u′s,j
∂xj
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We will define the turbulent flux in the mass balance of the solid phase φs,m
s,j

as

φs,m
s,j = ρsC ′u′s,j

The bars on non-fluctuation quantities can be left out for notational conve-

nience. The complete mass balance for the solid phase is then:

∂ρsC

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,j

∂xj

= −∂φs,m
s,j

∂xj

(B.4)

B.0.2 Momentum balance

Fluid phase

∂ρ(1− C)ui

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uiuj

∂xj

= −(1− C)
∂p

∂xi

− ρ(1− C)gδi2 − fi (B.5)

Reynolds decomposition: C = C̄ + C ′, ui = ūi + u′i, uj = ūj + u′j. ρ and p

and g are assumed not to be turbulent fluctuating quantities. Therefore, the

right hand side terms will not generate Reynolds stresses, and we can thus

focus on the first two terms. They are now treated separately. As shown in

the previous section:

∂ρ(1− C)ui

∂t
=

∂ρ(1− C̄)ūi

∂t
− ∂ρC ′u′i

∂t
(B.6)

We will define the acceleration related turbulent flux φa
i as

φa
i = ρC ′u′i
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The second term is somewhat more involved:

∂ρ(1− C)uiuj

∂xj

=
∂ρ(1− C̄ − C ′)(ūi + u′i)(ūj + u′j)

∂xj

=
∂ρ(ūi + u′i − C̄ūi − C̄u′i − C ′ūi − C ′u′i)(ūj + u′j)

∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

(ρ(ūiūj + ūiu
′
j + u′iūj + u′iu

′
j − C̄ūiūj − C̄ūiu

′
j − C̄u′iūj − C̄u′iu

′
j

−C ′ūiūj − C ′ūiu
′
j − C ′u′iūj − C ′u′iu

′
j))

Average over time:

∂

∂xj

(ρ(ūiūj + ūiu′j + u′iūj + u′iu
′
j − C̄ūiūj − C̄ūiu′j − C̄u′iūj − C̄u′iu

′
j

−C ′ūiūj − C ′ūiu′j − C ′u′iūj − C ′u′iu
′
j))

=
∂

∂xj

(ρ(ūiūj + ūiu′j + ūju′i + u′iu
′
j − C̄ūiūj − C̄ūiu′j − C̄ūju′i − C̄u′iu

′
j

−ūiūjC ′ − ūiC ′u′j − ūjC ′u′i − C ′u′iu
′
j))

=
∂ρ(ūiūj + u′iu

′
j − C̄ūiūj − C̄u′iu

′
j − ūiC ′u′j − ūjC ′u′i − C ′u′iu

′
j)

∂xj

=
∂ρ(1− C̄)ūiūj + ρ(1− C̄)u′iu

′
j − ρūiC ′u′j − ρūjC ′u′i − ρC ′u′iu

′
j

∂xj

∂ρ(1− C)uiuj

∂xj

=
∂ρ(1− C̄)ūiūj + ρ(1− C̄)u′iu

′
j − ρūiC ′u′j − ρūjC ′u′i − ρC ′u′iu

′
j

∂xj

=
∂ρ(1− C̄)ūiūj

∂xj

− ∂(−ρ(1− C̄)u′iu
′
j + ρūiC ′u′j + ρūjC ′u′i + ρC ′u′iu

′
j)

∂xj

If we leave out the averaging bars again on non-fluctuating quantities we get

∂ρ(1− C)uiuj

∂xj

− ∂(−ρ(1− C)u′iu
′
j + ρuiC ′u′j + ρujC ′u′i + ρC ′u′iu

′
j)

∂xj
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We now define the convection related turbulent stress tensor τ c
ij:

τ c
ij = −ρ(1− C)u′iu

′
j + ρuiC ′u′j + ρujC ′u′i + ρC ′u′iu

′
j

The complete momentum balance is then:

∂ρ(1− C)ui

∂t
+

∂ρ(1− C)uiuj

∂xj

= −ρ(1−C)gδi2− (1−C)
∂p

∂xi

+
∂φa

i

∂t
+

∂τ c
ij

∂xj

−fi

(B.7)

Solid phase

The Reynolds averaged momentum balance for the solid phase can be de-

rived equivalently.

∂ρsCus,i

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

= −C
∂p

∂xi

− ρsCgδi2 +
∂Ts,ij

∂xj

+ fi (B.8)

Reynolds decomposition: C = C̄ + C ′, us,i = ūs,i + u′s,i, us,j = ūs,j + u′s,j.

The first term:

∂ρsCus,i

∂t
=

∂ρC̄ūs,i

∂t
− ∂ρsC ′u′s,i

∂t
(B.9)

We will define the acceleration related turbulent flux φs,a
s,i as

φs,a
s,i = ρsC ′u′s,i

The second term:

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

=
∂ρs(C̄ + C ′)(ūs,i + u′s,i)(ūs,j + u′s,j)

∂xj
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=
∂ρs(C̄ūs,i + C̄u′s,i + C ′ūs,i + C ′u′s,i)(ūs,j + u′s,j)

∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

(ρs(C̄ūs,iūs,j+C̄ūs,iu
′
s,j+C̄u′s,iūs,j+C̄u′s,iu

′
s,j+C ′ūs,iūs,j+C ′ūs,iu

′
s,j+C ′u′s,iūs,j+C ′u′s,iu

′
s,j))

Average over time:

∂

∂xj

(ρs(C̄ūs,iūs,j + C̄ūs,iu′s,j + C̄u′s,iūs,j + C̄u′s,iu
′
s,j

+C ′ūs,iūs,j + C ′ūs,iu′s,j + C ′u′s,iūs,j + C ′u′s,iu
′
s,j))

=
∂

∂xj

(ρs(C̄ūs,iūs,j + C̄ūs,iu′s,j + C̄ūs,ju′s,i + C̄u′s,iu
′
s,j

+ūs,iūs,jC ′ + ūs,iC ′u′s,j + ūs,jC ′u′s,i + C ′u′s,iu
′
s,j))

=
∂ρs(C̄ūs,iūs,j + C̄u′s,iu

′
s,j + ūs,iC ′u′s,j + ūs,jC ′u′s,i + C ′u′s,iu

′
s,j)

∂xj

=
∂(ρsC̄ūs,iūs,j + ρsC̄u′s,iu

′
s,j + ρsūs,iC ′u′s,j + ρsūs,jC ′u′s,i + ρsC ′u′s,iu

′
s,j)

∂xj

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

=
∂(ρsC̄ūs,iūs,j + ρsC̄u′s,iu

′
s,j + ρsūs,iC ′u′s,j + ρsūs,jC ′u′s,i + ρsC ′u′s,iu

′
s,j)

∂xj

=
∂ρsC̄ūs,iūs,j

∂xj

+
∂(ρsC̄u′s,iu

′
s,j − ρsūs,iC ′u′s,j + ρsūs,jC ′u′s,i + ρsC ′u′s,iu

′
s,j)

∂xj

If we leave out the averaging bars again on non-fluctuating quantities we get

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

+
∂(ρsCu′s,iu

′
s,j − ρsus,iC ′u′s,j − ρsus,jC ′u′s,i − ρsC ′u′s,iu

′
s,j)

∂xj

We now define the convection related turbulent stress tensor τ s,c
s,ij:

τ s,c
s,ij = ρsCu′s,iu

′
s,j − ρsus,iC ′u′s,j − ρus,jC ′u′s,i + ρsC ′u′s,iu

′
s,j
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The complete momentum balance is then:

∂ρsCus,i

∂t
+

∂ρsCus,ius,j

∂xj

= −ρsCgδi2−C
∂p

∂xi

+
∂τ s,a

s,i

∂t
+

∂τ s,c
s,ij

∂xj

+
∂Ts,ij

∂xj

+fi (B.10)
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Test case for fluid part of DPM

In this case the upper boundary flows with constant velocity, inducing a

shearflow in the lower layers. Eventually a steady state is reached. The (steady

state) case is sketched in figure C.1.

Figure C.1: Sketch of the shearflow case
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C.0.3 Analytical solution

The analytical solution of this problem is described in detail in the book

of Bird et al. [4]. A short summary of the solution strategy and the solution

itself are given below.

As the velocities in the y and z direction, vy and vz, are zero, vx does not

change in the x and y-direction, and the pressure gradient in the x-direction

is assumed to be zero, the momentum balance reduces to:

∂vx

∂t
= ν

∂2vx

∂z2
(C.1)

The following boundary and initial conditions apply:

vx = 0 at t = 0 for all 0 ≤ z ≤ b

vx = v0 at z = 0 for all t ≥ 0

vx = 0 at z = b for all t ≥ 0

The PDE is solved using the method of combination of variables. We

therefore define the following dimensionless variables:

φ = vx

v0
; η = z

b
; τ = νt

b2

The PDE then transforms to

∂φ

∂τ
=

∂2φ

∂η2
(C.2)
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with the following boundary and initial conditions:

φ = 0 at τ = 0

φ = 1 at η = 0

φ = 0 at η = 1

We know that the solution must be a superposition of a steady state solu-

tion and a time dependant solution, where the latter must vanish for t →∞:

φ(η, τ) = φ∞(η)− φt(η, τ)

It can easily be verified that the steady state solution (∂φ
∂τ

= 0) is

φ∞ = 1− η

Using the method of separation of variables the time dependent part of the

solution can be found. The complete solution is then (n is an integer):

φ(η, τ) = (1− η)−
∞∑

n=1

(
2

nπ
)exp(−n2π2τ)sin(nπη) (C.3)

C.0.4 Numerical implementation

The shearflow case was implemented in the DPM as follows. On the lower

boundary a no slip boundary condition was imposed (flag number 3), on the

upper boundary the pressure was prescribed (flag 5), while a constant velocity

vx = v0 was imposed as well. On the front and back boundaries a free slip

condition (flag 2) was imposed, and on the left and right hand side boundaries

periodic boundary conditions are prescribed (flag 9). The flagmatrix is shown
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in figure C.2.

Figure C.2: Flagmatrix showing the boundary conditions. Left: Cross section in
x-z direction. Right: Cross section in x-y direction. Flag 1 is an interior cell.

A velocity of vx = 0.05m/s was chosen, in order to be sure that the flow

in the simulation would remain laminar. The simulated domain was 0.02 m

wide, 0.02 m high, and 1.2 ∗ 10−3 m deep1. The grid has 50 flow cells in the x

and z-direction, and 1 in the y-direction. The time step used was 1.0 ∗ 10−4 s.

C.0.5 Comparison between analytical solution and sim-

ulation results and conclusion

Although no perfect overlap is found, the results of the simulation show

rather good agreement with the analytical solution (figure C.3). The fluid part

of the DPM thus seems to give accurate and realistic results.

16 times the typical diameter of sand particles we eventually want to simulate.
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Figure C.3: Comparison of the analytical solution (solid lines) and the simulation
results (striped lines)
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